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Abstract 
This paper describes an approach towards the structuring of product development methods. 
This is necessary in order to build up method-tools according to these structures, which 
support both the designer in practice and the student at the university. 
The product development methods have to be structured in such a way that their similarities 
become dear. Different structuring criteria are pointed out with their properties and the 
dependencies among them. 
In further steps, the requiremcnts on the method-tools and the circumstances of their 
application are shown. In conclusion, the following (future) work steps toward developing 
mcthod-tools are described. 

Introduction 
Nowadays the product developers need efficient support due to quickly changing global 
markets and decreasing time-to-market. 
Oflen problems in method application are caused by changed circumstances in product 
development, limits and possibilities of methods and consequential errors, inadequate 
customized methods concerning specific circumstances or absence of adapted schooling. 
[Zanker, W., 2000J An etTective and efficient support of the daily work of product developers 
will bc enabled primarily through the use of computer support. Many product development 
methods arc more useful and their application will be t:nforeed by computer support. 
But to prevent product developers from using a specitic method-tool for each product 
development method they want to apply, the aim should be to establish only a few tlexibly 
configurable method-tools, which can be adapted to several applications and situations, as 
well as to different product development methods. 
To achieve this adjustability of the method-tool, it is useful to con figurate its architecture 
similar to the structures of product development methods. A likely question hereby: Which 
types of structures are enclosed in product development methods? 
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